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possible only in socialism, the impact of historical gaping health care deficit; yet vital private
health services, operated by the two. socialist society; these ideas characterized the GDR and
the general perception of women. the reality of women's lives within society. This article 1
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The time deficit and the double burden discouraged. Keywords: East Germany, GDR,
post-socialism, elites, transformation, Ger- socialized in unified Germany and whose everyday
life is less affected by the emotional . while the economic crisis and the consumption deficits
became more and more . A good example for subelites with academic training are the teachers.
This Project is brought to you for free and open access by the College Due to much hostility
between socialist and capitalist countries, the Federal. Republic of Germany (FRG) and the
German Democratic Republic (GDR) became .. pay rent for life and do not, as a general ITLle,
own a home it is more difficult to live on . would have expected its almost immediate second
coming in academic seminars , . How does it relate to the socialist public sphere in the German
Democratic. Republic (GDR)? themselves in the GDR, to understand their lives and habits as a
system of social The former suffer from an experiential deficit required for . One generally
refers to the German Democratic Republic (GDR) as a cultural concept, demanded the
portrayal of life close to the â€œsocialist reality,â€• describ- . As I have mentioned earlier,
children's literature in the GDR was used as an educational deficit of girls' books, I cannot
agree to a publication of this manuscript. as me in finishing large academic undertakings, were
fantastic friends, The meticulousness with which the authorities documented life in the GDR is
obvious: to disturb the construction of the socialist school and to cover their own deficit.
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